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Brian Laundry <brian@brianlaundry.ca>

Corporate Planning & Insurance Discussion with Scott Stone
2 messages

Brian Laundry <brian@brianlaundry.ca> Tue, Mar 10, 2020 at 9:41 AM
To: Scott Stone <s.stone@bestbuydistributors.ca>, Chris Thompson <chris.thompson@holliswealth.com>

Good afternoon Scott and Chris,

Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me last week.  I enjoyed our conversation.

The purpose of this email is to summarize (in detail) our conversation.  For me, this email is essentially my notes from the meeting and what
I will refer back to in future conversations.  I apologize for the length, but I hope you find great value in the message.

A.  Current Manulife Plan - Review & Gameplan

The current plan has two layers of life insurance coverage:

1. Permanent Guaranteed Cost Universal Life ($500,000) - Premium $3,958/yr
2. 10 Year Term Life Insurance ($500,000) - Premium $4,408/yr (recently renewed)

The policy has a cash value of approximately $165,000. I ran a few different projections to show various options (see attached summary). 
Ultimately it makes the most sense to (a) change the investment allocation to a guaranteed investment account (highest guaranteed rate is
1.5%), (b) stop making deposits to the existing policy (there is sufficient cash value at 1.5% to offset all future costs) and (c) convert the
$500,000 of 10-year term insurance to a permanent plan to be owned and paid by your corporation (more detail later in this email).

Below is a projection of the current plan after removing the 10-year term insurance component and stopping deposits (at 1% and 4%):

B. Corporate Life Insurance

Corporately owned life insurance is the most powerful tax planning product available in Canada.  Depending on your particular
circumstances/goals, a corporate life insurance policy can provide the following:

Eliminate tax on passive income (50.17%) -- this is the tax rate on interest income in the corporation
At death, replace highly taxable dividends (47%) with tax-free capital dividends (0%) -- this is what we discussed and I showed an
example in our meeting
Provide a fixed income investment allocation with guarantees (and no tax) -- This will be applicable for any new policies (not the
conversion)
Provides valuable leverage opportunities (banks will often lend up to 100% of the value of the policy)  -- This will be applicable for
any new policies (not the conversion)

10-Year Term Life Insurance

The plan is that we convert the 10-year term life insurance plan to a permanent life insurance policy that maximizes the capital dividend
account (0% tax from the corporation).  First, we convert the policy and then we transfer the policy ownership (beneficiary and payor) to
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your corporation.  The best product is another Manulife Innovision Universal Life plan as seen below:

This policy has guaranteed costs for life and provides a significant capital dividend account ("CDA") credit (which is the non-taxable dividend
at Scott's death): 

I sent you the paperwork required to convert the policy, change the investment allocation and stop payments yesterday morning.  The
transfer of ownership will happen after.  Kindly DocuSign the paperwork to execute the change.
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C.  Additional Corporate Life Insurance

With regard to the money held in your corporation, let's assume you strip all available CDA and pay down your mortgage (Chris
recommendation).  That will leave approximately $800,000 of cash/investments inside your corporation.  We agreed that this money is not
required for retirement income and is earmarked for your children/grandchildren.

Below is an example of your $800,000 portfolio (@ 5% interest in a balanced portfolio).  Notice the net estate values (red outline) is
significantly less than the current portfolio balance (green outline).  This is a result of punitive taxation.

Corporate Life Insurance Example:

Let's assume we use the cash in the corporation ($800,000) and purchase a joint-life annuity for Scott and Tracey.  An annuity is a contract
that provides a guaranteed stream of payments in exchange for a lump-sum purchase.  The annuity would provide ~$24,000 per year (after
tax) for life (guaranteed).  

The $24,000 of annuity income is used to purchase a permanent life insurance policy with a death benefit of $2,234,000.  Remember, the
income is guaranteed for life and the insurance premium is guaranteed for life (it works perfectly).

At death, the proceeds of the life insurance ($2,234,000) is paid to the corporation tax-free.  At the same time, a corresponding capital
dividend account ("CDA") credit is created in the corporation.  The corporation can now pay a capital dividend of $2,211,066 (which is taxed
at 0%) to the children rather than a taxable dividend (47%).  

In 30 years (closer to Tracey's life expectancy), the net estate $2,084,000 (CDA is $1,916,734).  See below:
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Corporate Life Insurance Summary

I am not recommending the annuity or this particular policy but I think this example demonstrates the tax-power of corporately owned life
insurance. I think it's a good idea that we talk about different insurance products in the corporation (some contracts have cash value if you
want to keep an investment portfolio).  

To be clear, the example is not a recommendation but rather a guaranteed solution using corporate life insurance.

D.  Next Steps

I have already sent you an email with paperwork to execute the following:

1. Stop payments to existing Innovision policy
2. Change the investment allocation to a guaranteed investment account
3. Convert the 10-year term portion of the policy to a permanent policy (which will be transferred to the corporation)

I suggest we schedule another meeting to talk more about implementing a new life insurance policy for the remaining corporate money (as
outlined above).  This new policy requires an application (telephone interview and nurse visit to collect blood/urine).

One last thing, I will be sending you my compliance documents via DocuSign shortly after this email.  Kindly open and sign.

Whew!  Sorry for the length of this email, but I hope it helps summarize our conversation.

-- 
Brian Laundry
Industry Leading Insurance & Planning Expert

Direct Line: 1-(289) 644-2345
Cell Phone: 1-(905) 330-2366 (text to this number)
Email:  brian@brianlaundry.ca

LinkedIn profile: ca.linkedin.com/in/brianlaundry
Website: www.brianlaundry.ca
Recommend me at https://www.facebook.com/blinsurancesolutions/
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